MRI guided electrophysiological intervention with a voltage-based electro-anatomic mapping system 
Methods
An MR-compatible ESN (Fig.1 ) minimized electrode heating and IQ reduction inside the scanner room with modified ESN surface-patches, ferrites on coaxial ESN leads ( Fig.1(2) ) , and RF filters at the penetration panel.
Outside the scanner room, an electronic switching circuit, triggered by a sequence's gradient-ramps and radio-frequency-pulse transmission (GR&RF), disconnected the ESN leads from the ESN receiver when GR&RF was detected, preventing noise from reaching it ( Fig.1(3) ). 2 SJM MR-compatible deflectable EP catheters were used ( Fig.1(4) ) [5] . The ESN was tested at 1.5T in heart phantoms and swine models with varying GRE, SSFP & FSE imaging parameters and slice orientations. Fig.1(5) shows simultaneous ESN & MR tracking of the dual ESN&MR-tracked catheter in the phantom, verifying the lack of interference between the 2 methods. 3 EAM & MRI imaging experiments were performed in swine, also equipped with sensors to measure temperature at the surface ESN electrodes. Fig.1(6) shows EAM during imaging where catheter tracking of 2 catheters (reference catheter in the Coronary Sinus (CS) & mapping catheter in the Left Atrium) was performed simultaneously on the ESN , with <5% positional error of the CS catheter relative to its position outside MRI. IQ Reduction was <5% in both SE & GRE, with tracking updated during 60-80% of sequence duration. TR elongation was required in TR<4ms sequences. Electrode temperature rise was <1oC with 4 Watt/kg SAR sequences. Surface burns did not occur.
Results

Conclusions
An MR-compatible ESN system permits registrationfree, minimal-heating, EAM for EP procedure in & outside MRI, with simultaneous imaging possible. 
